Photographer’s Notes

Hand written notes were found with the photo negatives. The following are scans of those notes supplied by Aero-Metric.

Matsenaska Alaska
Sept 1939 Farm 8575, 8590, 3584
Lake Bodeanising Butte 3590
Lake x Hughson 3593
Valley view in background 3596
Agricultural Experiment Station 3593
Fort Farm Attituv Creek 3596

Matsenaska River
9/10/39 Showing Braided Channels taken from 3542
Directly above Knick River
9/10/39 Showing Multiple Channels, Alaska R.R. 3543
Sept 1939 3610 3607

Town of Matsenaska looking east 9/10/39 3517

Matsenaska Alaska
9/10/39 Looking W NE, unusually showing part of
Chain of Lakes east of King's Lake.
9/10/39 Showing W N Little Wassing River and stream across Valley 3521
Towards Isaksona Mt. Hard rock mines in these mts.
Commonly known as Willow Creek Mines. Independent mines
labeled, can be seen with a glance in head of highest valley in
upper right corner
9/10/39 Looking W E Matsenaska River at night - Colony 3522
Due to 443 left 4144 right in foreground
9/10/39 Looking W W W, Wasilla Creek in foreground see next card 3523

Photographer’s notes, page 1
Matanuska, Alaska

9/1/39 Beaver Dunes 3507, 3509

9/1/39 Looking N. E. across valley. Noilla Lake in foreground

9/1/39 Cottonwood Creek - slender arms to Willow Creek

9/1/39 Alaska R.R. in Valley. 2 sets buildings are on

9/1/39 13 left and 12 right in Sec 17 Twp 17 N RIE 3511

9/1/39 Alaska R.R. in Valley. 2 sets farm lots - on

9/1/39 14 left in Sec 18, Twp 17 N RIE 3512

9/1/39 Looking N. E. Alaska R.R. 2 near set of Bluffs are

9/1/39 15 left in Sec 17, Twp 17 N RIE 3513

9/1/39 Looking N. E. Fairview Farm in center R.R. in distance 3514

Matanuska, Alaska

9/1/39 Right hand bank near Bodenburg Butte 3516

9/1/39 in Right upper portion of picture 3521

9/1/39 Bodenburg Butte line of vegetation by riverside 3525

9/1/39 Beyond Palmer showing large treed undisturbed 3530

Land in background 3532

9/1/39 Matanuska & Rich Rivers 3532

9/1/39 Across center of picture Rich River - river in valley 3534

9/1/39 At left of picture 3535

9/1/39 In foreground 3536 3537 3538 3539

9/1/39 Behind Bodenburg Butte 3541 3542 3543 3544 3545

see next card

Matanuska, Alaska

9/1/39 Looking N. E. along Wasilla Matanuska Road near 3515

Corner wooded area at right in SE Corner Sec 17 Twp 17 N RIE.

Each 40 acres in foreground has recent farm Matanuska

Agricultural Experimental Station same layout group of farm

9/1/39 Looking E. Corner of cleared land at right edge of picture 3516

10 SE Corner Sec 17 Twp 17 N RIE. Bodenburg Butte near right hand

Bank of Matanuska River; Rich Arm Channel to right of Butte

9/1/39 Corner of Matanuska Looking East 3517

9/1/39 Agricultural Experimental Station Looking East 3518

9/1/39 Looking upvalley, Cottonwood Creek foreground Pioneer Lake 3519

See next card.
Matanuska, Alaska
9/1/39 Looking SE from point 1/2 mile S of Palmer. 35-34
Matanuska River, past Bodeenburg Butte - up Chick River to Chick Finis.
9/1/39 Look W over most concentrated portion of Colony - 3533 -
Matanuska River at left.
9/1/39 Looking W from NE quarter of 15T/17N R.2E. 3536
Matanuska River foreground also 3584, 3587, 3585.
9/1/39 Looking NW over Matanuska River - Palmer Community, 3537
in large cleared area in picture.
9/1/39 Looking SW toward Palmer from point 1/2 mile
5W of Bodeenburg Butte. See next card.
9/1/39 Looking NW toward Palmer from point 1/4 mile 3538
Matanuska River - Alaska R.R. - Matanuska Station
Town in upper left-hand corner - Palmer at end of long
straight track upper center background.
9/1/39 Looking N-W from Chick Finis, Alaska. 3544
9/1/39 Looking N-W across Anchorage - Palmer. 3548 -
Highway Whitney Station on R.R. near curve in highway.
This land all reserved by U.S. Army - Chick Finis background.
9/1/39 Looking W of 17N over U.S. Army Reserve - Ship Creek, foreground. 3546
Kwik Lake across upper part Susitna Valley beyond. See next card.

Matanuska, Alaska
9/1/39 Looking SE across multiple channels. 3543
Matanuska River - Alaska R.R. - Matanuska Station
Town in upper left-hand corner - Palmer at end of long
straight track upper center background.
9/1/39 Looking N-E from Chick Finis, Alaska. 3544
9/1/39 Looking N-W across Anchorage - Palmer. 3548 -
Highway Whitney Station on R.R. near curve in highway.
This land all reserved by U.S. Army - Chick Finis background.
9/1/39 Looking W of 17N over U.S. Army Reserve - Ship Creek, foreground. 3546
Kwik Lake across upper part Susitna Valley beyond. See next card.